
History/PS # 315 

Re: The Official allegations about S/B theory 

CE#399 entered JFK’s neck penetrated his throat, passing through his shirt collar and 
taking a slice out of his tie. It then entered Connally from the rear in his right arm pit, 

smashed 4 inches off his fifth rib, emerged from his body under the right nipple to smash 

his right wrist and then buried itself inside his left thigh. 

It lurked there until the right moment and with reverse kinetic energy it worked itself out 
of three inches of his thigh and burrowed under the mattress of Connally’s stretcher. 

When a doctor kicked the stretcher aside to get into the Men’s room CE#399 fell to the 

floor. The rest was history. 

The missing shot went down range and..... the WC left it at that. Actually this was the 

shot that missed the motorcade altogether and struck a curbstone and a piece of the 

concrete wounded Jim Tague. (Will talk about the Tague bullet later). 

The Commission’s problem. 

It could not allow for a forth shot in the 7 seconds it allowed for the shooting scenario 

without admitting there were at least two shooters. These were the parameters the 

Zapruder film imposed upon the Commission. 

The FBI established that the Z film moved at 1/18 second per frame. In working 
the bolt action of the rifle it required 2.3 seconds to cycle the weapon. That’s 42 Z frames 

between shots. 

The Commission has JFK hit w/ the first shot at Z 210, because that was the first 

clear shot at limo from the 6" floor. The view from the 6" floor was blocked until 210 by 

the oak tree that was in full foliage (see Altgens photo). 

But Z film has Connally struck between frames 235 and 240. Given the 2.3 
seconds to cycle the rifle, Oswald could not have gotten off a 2" shot until Z frame 252 

(when Connally was already clearly hit). 

WC’s answer: JFK and Connally had to be hit by the same bullet. 

The fatal head shot comes at Z frame 313. 

So the WC shooting scenario had to be: three shots fired, one missed. Commission never 
says where the missed shot went.


